The Clarks Unstructured collection features climate control technology built into every shoe. Lightweight, flexible, soft and breathable, each style features our unique Air Circulation System (ACS) that lets in fresh air and vents out warm, moist air-so feet stay comfortable and dry all day long.

**FRESH AIR FOR FEET**

**how to clean**

CLARKS UNSTRUCTURED FOOTWEAR IS DESIGNED FOR EASY CARE. Each pair is carefully rubbed by hand with a specially formulated shoe cream that strengthens the leather’s natural color and finish. The finishing cream works with the leather’s own oils to protect and enhance its natural appearance.

Brushing with a soft horsehair shoe brush or cotton cloth is all that is required to maintain your shoes’ appearance. However, we also encourage regular treatments with a quality shoe cream. Avoid the use of paste wax or soap.

The leather linings of your shoes may darken with wear. The pressure of the foot in the shoe causes a natural burnishing, which may cause the linings to change shade.

**shoe care**

IF YOUR CLARKS UNSTRUCTURED FOOTWEAR BECOME HEAVILY SOILED, we suggest using a cream cleaner, found in most high-grade shoe stores.

Using a soft cloth, apply the cream, following the manufacturer’s recommendations, and allow the footwear to dry. A gentle brush will remove any leftover residue.

If necessary, the footbed can be removed and cleaned with a soft, damp cloth, using a mild liquid soap, and air-dried.

The Air Circulation System air intake ports can be cleaned using a vacuum or a medium/firm bristle brush to help keep the air flowing.
FEATURES & BENEFITS

unbelievably soft

NAPPA LEATHERS

nappa leathers and soft leather linings
feel luxuriously soft and flexible

LEATHER LININGS

unimaginably light

EVA MIDSOLE

EVA midsole and rubber pads reduce the
weight of the shoe while maintaining its
durability and comfort

RUBBER PADS

unusually flexible

ULTRA-FLEX GROOVES

ultra-flex grooves enhance flexibility and
ease walking, so the shoe requires no break-in

unquestionably breathable

Clarks Air Circulation System climate control
technology keeps feet dry and comfortable
CLARKS AIR CIRCULATION SYSTEM

BETTER AIRFLOW MEANS BETTER COMFORT
Clarks Unstructured footwear features our unique Air Circulation System (ACS) climate control technology, to keep feet comfortable and dry-all day long.

1. Fresh outside air is pulled through the air intake ports, located in the midsole

2. The fresh air circulates around the foot, keeping it dry and comfortable

3. As the air warms, it rises through the channeled mesh

4. Warm, moist air is released through the exhaust vents, completing the cycle
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